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Request for Value
How emerging life sciences companies create value with suppliers
BY DAVE STOWE, TUNNELL CONSULTING

I

n the rush to manage pharmaceutical development and
commercialization timelines, emerging life sciences
companies may feel the need to quickly enter into supply
agreements. However, by taking time to properly define
specific business requirements, understand the supply market
and manage the negotiation process, a company can minimize
risk by controlling supplier quality and avoiding hidden
costs. How a company manages their sourcing process will
determine how they “buy on value and not on price.”
While emerging companies want to build valuable supplier
relationships, some team members’ prior experience with
a large company’s sourcing bureaucracy can hinder their
current ability. By “letting go” of past practices and applying
strategic sourcing practices aligned with their current business
requirements, an emerging biopharma company can negotiate
supply agreements to meet development timelines, quality
requirements and cost constraints.
Consider these scenarios which describe “hastened
purchasing decisions” that can adversely impact an emerging
company’s ability to develop products and grow:

not help them properly run a design
of experiment. However, spending top
dollar on lab equipment and supplies
will be inefficient if the equipment is
unused and supplies go out of date.
To understand the value of supply contracts, consider the
following questions to determine the parameters that will
create a valuable supplier relationship:
QUESTION

INSIGHT – IMPACT ON VALUE

Is the supplier capable of meeting growth needs over the next
12-36 months?

• Identify supplier constraints
• C
 larify need for additional suppliers
• Ascertain technology changes

Are supplier terms embedded
into a contract that will create
fixed costs and risks?

• D
 etermine minimum annual purchases
• Define resolution process
• Highlight onerous exit requirements

If the supplier fails to deliver on
time and/or provide a quality
good or service, how will the
business be impacted?

• U
 nderstand effect on tight timelines/
deadlines
• D
 etermine potential cost overruns
• A
 ssess risk to business/FDA audit

Details matter—prevent terrible contracts

Importance of value

Unfortunately, we hear about terrible contracts too often.
To avoid this, buyers should practice “caveat emptor” by
managing their contract process. Thinking a supplier’s terms
are adequate and standard for all customers is a grave mistake
leading to hidden costs and increased risks. Realizing this,
good companies take time to properly manage the sourcing,
negotiating and contracting process to prevent bad contracts
from being implemented. While emerging companies may
lack an organized sourcing and contract management systems,
they have an opportunity to develop an efficient process to link
systems, polices and organizational responsibilities together.
By building relationships with suppliers through a simple
but organized sourcing process, an emerging company can
create value and serve the needs of its patients.

Value is a combination of price, cost and how a good
or service supports a company’s growth. It is one thing
to recognize that purchasing low-cost lab equipment and
supplies is not valuable to a company if their equipment will
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SOURCING
SCENARIO

HASTENED
PURCHASING DECISION

PROBABLE IMPACT

Launching an
online supply
catalog process
for lab supplies

Failing to implement
reasonable order policies
to control costs

Surprise invoices.
Employees carelessly
ordering high-cost
equipment and supplies
without consideration of
budget impact.

Increasing purchase
of medical education services

Signing separate department agreements without
coordinating business terms

Budget stress. Loss of
volume discount and/or
rebates due to growing
purchase volume.

License enterprise
business software

Failing to clearly define
implementation services
and cyber security
requirements

Additional one-time
costs. Need to revise
budgets to support
implementation.
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